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          Product:

When I use the apple pencil again, the annotation will appear a dark background on annotation.

this example using the combo tool.
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Product Version:


[bookmark: h-92079330-ios-1]9.2.0.79330 IOS

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Stamp not showing up after document save
                    


                    How can we set accessibility for tools
                    

                    Unable to turn off Apple pencil input on PDF file when PTPan tool is selected
                    

                    Insert image or stamp issue
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Apple Pencil - Annotating without an annotation tool selected
	Page color mode - Set the color mode
	Remove annotation from document on iOS
	Create custom annotations on iOS

APIs:	PTToolManager - annotationsCreatedWithPencilOnly
	PDF Interaction Tools - PTPencilDrawingCreate
	Other Enumerations - PTPencilInteractionMode

Forums:	How to stop layout rendering
	IOS: Pressure Sensitive Stylus Support
	IOS Tools Questions:
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          Hi there,

Are you able to provide any more information about the issue? Are there any specific steps to reproduce the issue?

If you are able to provide sample code or a sample project that demonstrates the issue that would help greatly in the investigation.

There is also a newer version of the SDK available, 9.2.1, that contains a number of fixes and improvements. Could you try updating to the latest version and let us know how it works? Thank you.
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